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Abstract

In our daily life, metaphor is a common
way of expression. To understand the mean-
ing of a metaphor, we should recognize the
metaphor words which play important roles.
In the metaphor detection task, we design a
sequence labeling model based on ALBERT-
LSTM-softmax. By applying this model, we
carry out a lot of experiments and compare
the experimental results with different process-
ing methods, such as with different input sen-
tences and tokens, or the methods with CRF
and softmax. Then, some tricks are adopted
to improve the experimental results. Finally,
our model achieves a 0.707 F1-score for the
all POS subtask and a 0.728 F1-score for the
verb subtask on the TOEFL dataset.

1 Introduction

As a common rhetorical device, we often use
metaphors to express our feelings and ideas
vividly and concisely in our daily life. Detecting
metaphors in texts is of great significance for ana-
lyzing the meaning and polarity of sentences. It can
also be used to generate sentences that are more
suitable for human expression, and promote the
development of chat robots, machine translation
and other fields.

Metaphor detection generally recognizes
metaphorical words or phrases from the metaphor-
ical sentence, such as "she is a woman with a
stone heart", in which "stone" is a metaphorical
word modified "heart". However, the task of
metaphor detection is very challenging. Firstly,
metaphor detection is a sequence labeling task,
and every word in a sentence needs to be classified.
Secondly, the boundaries between metaphors
and non metaphors are sometimes vague. More-
over, due to the different identities of authors,
some metaphorical words involve knowledge
in specific fields and are difficult to recognize

directly (Tsvetkov et al., 2014). The traditional
lexicon based method cannot cover all possible
words occurred in metaphors. It is difficult to
recognize metaphors when certain words are out-
of-vocabulary. Although the traditional machine
learning method needs to extract features manually
(Heintz et al., 2013), its performance is still
insufficient.While with the further development
of language model, different kinds of end-to-end
pre-trained models almost dominate the field of
natural language processing, and also improve the
prediction accuracy of various tasks to a higher
level. Hence, in this paper we use pre-trained
models to deal with metaphor detection task.

The purpose of this metaphorical shared task
is to identify the whole words and verbs in given
sentences. In this paper, we design an ALBERT-
BiLSTM structure to recognize metaphorical words
in TOEFL dataset. Firstly, we conduct an experi-
mental comparison on the form of input sentence,
and then select the form of inputting the single
sentence directly. Secondly, we compare the ap-
plication of BERT on this sequence labeling prob-
lem, and extract the input form of the first part
after the BPE word segmentation of BERT. Finally,
the effect of conditional random field (CRF) and
softmax with class weights in the output layer is
compared and the result shows that softmax with
class weights is better. At the same time, we also
adopt some tricks in the training process, including
semantic merge and loss with class weight. The
final result in the test set achieves a 0.707 F1-score
for the all POS subtask, and a 0.728 F1-score for
the verb subtask on TOEFL dataset.

2 Related works

At present, researchers in the field of natural lan-
guage processing have made a lot of effort in
metaphor detection task. Shutova et al. (2016)
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used unsupervised learning to detect metaphors,
and applied the syntactically perceived distribution
word vectors. Gong et al. (2017) used metaphorical
language detection as a method to explore the com-
position of word vectors, and calculated cosine dis-
tance to distinguish metaphor from non-metaphor:
words that are out of context in sentences may be
metaphorical. Gao et al. (2018) proposed a model
to connect the expression of Glove and Elmo for
solving the sequence labeling task, which is also
transferred to the following metaphor task. Gutiér-
rez et al. (2016) used the flexibility of word vectors
to study metaphor and its possibility of modeling
in semantic space. Mao et al. (2019) designed an
end-to-end model based on Glove and Elmo, which
could identify metaphors conveniently.

For metaphor often contains emotions, some re-
searchers tended to carry on emotion analysis on
metaphors. Veale (2012) constructed an lexicon
based model for analyzing emotions of metaphors.
Kozareva (2013) proposed a new method, which
integrated the trigger factors of cognition, emotion
and perception.

Verb metaphor recognition is also an important
subtask of metaphor recognition. Jia and Yu (2008)
used conditional random fields(CRF) model and
maximum entropy(ME) model to recognize verb
metaphor, and they pointed out that there were no
mature syntactic and semantic tools for metaphor
analysis in Chinese. Beigman Klebanov et al.
(2016) studied the effectiveness of semantic gener-
alization and classification in capturing the rules of
verb behavior, and tried to analyze their metaphors
from the orthographic words unigrams.

These studies also provided some guidance to
our work. For example, the word vector concatena-
tion in LSTM is similar to RNN_HG (Mao et al.,
2019).

3 Task definition

The dataset of this metaphorical shared task in-
cludes two kinds: VUA (Steen, 2010) and TOEFL
(Klebanov et al., 2018). This paper mainly con-
ducts experiments on TOEFL data. TOEFL dataset
contains 180 articles written by non-native English
speakers in the TOEFL test, and 60 articles in the
test set. Each article is divided into several parts
by sentence. At the same time, the corresponding
examination questions of each article are provided,
and there are 8 kinds of questions. The details of
the dataset are as follows in table 1.

We make statistics on the sentence length distri-
bution in the data set, and the following is shown
by the box chart.

Figure 1: Sentence length distribution of train set.

Figure 2: Sentence length distribution of test set.

It can be seen that the sentence length of train-
ing set is longer than that of test set, but most of
them are distributed between 0 and 100, no more
than 350 tokens. It is suitable for BERT model,
because the maximum sentence length that BERT
can support is 512.

This shared task subtask is divided into all POS
recognition and verb recognition. It also provides
some tokens’ ID in sentences of the test set, and
finally submits the recognition result corresponding
to token ID. Final ranking and results are reported
by Leong et al. (2020).

4 Method

In this section, we aim to introduce the method
conducted on TOEFL dataset in this shared task.
We use ‘BERT+BiLSTM+softmax’ as the baseline
model, in which BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) is a
pretrained language model proposed by Google in
2018, and BiLSTM is a bidirectional Recurrent
Neural Network. The details of our method are
described below.
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Number of articles Total number of sentences Average sentence length Proportion of positive samples
Train 180 2741 45.5 0.03356
Test 60 968 22.9 /

Table 1: The details of the data set.

4.1 Data processing
Our data preprocessing method mainly includes
two parts: data alignment and data augmentation.
In data alignment part, we associate each word with
its label in the sentence to transform the task into
a sequential labeling task. In data augmentation
part, we introduce context information and topic
information of the sentences to expand the training
data. There are three forms of our processed data:
(1) single sentence; (2) the form of “sentence pair”:
considering that some metaphors are related to the
context, we process the sentence into “sentence
pair” form; (3) the form of “sentence-prompt pair”:
similar to form (2), we convert sentences into sen-
tence pair, but we use prompt information instead
of context information.The specific form is shown
in table 2.

Format Input Label
single sentence B L
sentence pair A+B L

sentence-prompt pair B+P L

Table 2: Three different data input format. B is a sen-
tence to be recognized and L is the label of B; A is the
previous sentence of B in the text; P is the prompt of
the text to which the sentence B belongs given in the
TOEFL dataset.

The reason for this is that we believe the prompt
information of the sentence will influence the pre-
diction results of the model. In order to find the best
form of data, we train the baseline model on three
forms of data respectively. The results is shown in
table 3.

Format F1
single sentence 0.687
sentence pair 0.673

sentence-prompt pair 0.665

Table 3: Three different data input format preprocess-
ing methods with baseline model.

The results show that the data format (1) per-
forms best. After observing the dataset, we believe
that the poor performance of data format (2) is
due to the fact that the metaphor contained in the

second sentence is not closely related to the first
sentence. Additional input leads to the increased
difficulty in model training. And the reason for
the poor performance of data format (3) is that the
sentence is less related to the given prompt. In
conclusion, metaphors are more related to the local
information in the sentence, and we use data format
(1) as the input of our method.

In addition, we find that some sentences in
TOEFL data are mainly written by people from
non-native English speaking countries, and there
are many spelling errors. So we try to use the
SpellChecker package of Python to correct the
spelling of words, the F1-score of the whole tokens
in cross-validation before and after correction are
0.687 and 0.681 respectively. We initially thought
word correction may be a useful method. However,
the results show that the corrected data is not as
good as expected, so we skip this step.

4.2 Our Model

The target of this evaluation is to identify metaphor-
ical words in sentences, and we regard this task as a
sequence labeling task. Our model consists of three
layers: the pre-trained model layer, the contextual
layer and the classification layer.

In pre-trained model layer, we use BERT for se-
quence labeling task. We find that the word segmen-
tation algorithm BPE will divide the input words
into smaller semantic units, i.e. subword, which
leads to that the length of output sequence is greater
than the length of input. To keep the length of the
input and output in the same way, we propose three
model input structures: (1) only the first subword of
word is taken as input; (2) the input is unchanged,
and only the first embedding of each word in output
is taken as the representation of the current word;
(3) the input is unchanged, and the embeddings of
a word in output are merged into one embedding
by convolutional neural networks which is taken as
the representation of the current word. The results
are as shown in table 4.

The results show that the structure (1) perfor-
mances best, so we use only the first subword as
the input of each word. We think the reason for
the poor performance of structures (2) and (3) is
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Input F1
First segmentation 0.687

First vector 0.674
Aggregate vector 0.681

Table 4: The result of the three different word vector
representation methods, where we use softmax as the
classification layer.

that the provided TOEFL dataset is small and easy
to be affected by input noise. The first subword
is often the main part of a word, which can bet-
ter express the semantic of the word compared to
the rest subwords. Non-first subwords preserved
by structure (2) and structure (3) will increase the
input length of BERT, which brings noise while
training, and makes it more difficult to learn from
a small dataset.

In contextual layer, we use BiLSTM to get the
context representation of the word based on the
output embedding of BERT. In classification layer,
we compare the performance of CRF and softmax.
The cross-validation F1-score of the whole tokens
are 0.671 for CRF and 0.687 for softmax. The
results show that the softmax is better than the
CRF model. We believe the reason is that there
is no hard relation between the metaphor words
and other words, so the constraint of CRF does not
work well.

Finally, we adopt ALBERT+BiLSTM+softmax
as our model. As a new pre-trained model released
by Google, the performance of ALBERT-xxLarge-
v1(ALBERT for short) (Lan et al., 2019) on natural
language understanding task is better than BERT.
Since the output dimension of ALBERT model is
as high as 4096 dimensions, we just concatenate the
first 300 dimension output embedding of ALBERT
with the output embedding of BiLSTM. Then let
the merged representation go through a full connec-
tion layer to get the probability distribution. Finally,
the probability distribution is classified in the soft-
max layer. The reason for concatenating two parts
of embedding is that we hope our model can predict
by combining the context meaning and the word
meaning. Table 5 shows that the concatenation
method used performs better.

4.3 Tricks

In this subsections, we will introduce some useful
tricks used in this evaluation.

Concatenation Format F1
300-d 0.709
0-d 0.696

Linear mapping 0.695

Table 5: The result of the three different concatenation
method. 300-d means concatenating LSTM output and
the first 300 dimensions of ALBERT output as linear
layer input; 0-d means taking only LSTM output as lin-
ear layer input; Linear mapping means mapping AL-
BERT output through a linear layer to 300 dimensions
and concatenating it with LSTM output as linear layer
input.

Figure 3: The architecture of our method.

4.3.1 Semantic merge

ALBERT has 12 layers in total. It is generally
believed that each layer of language model learns
different features of the text, so we make two at-
tempts on the representation vectors for different
layers: (1) we concatenate the average output of the
last four layers as the final output; (2) we weighted
sum the output of all 12 layers as the final output.
The final online results show that method (1) is
better. We believe that this is because the lower
level of the language model is more inclined to
learn the syntactic features of the text, while the
higher level is more inclined to learn the semantic
features of the text (Jawahar et al., 2019). The task
of metaphor recognition is more challenging for
the proposed model to understand the semantics.
The addition of lower level feature representation
will introduce noise information instead.
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4.3.2 Loss with class weight
Due to the small proportion of metaphorical words
in sentences, we consider to increase the loss value
of positive metaphorical samples to balance the
number difference between positive and negative
samples. We try the weight value of positive sam-
ple loss between 0.8 and 4, based on the results we
find that when weight value of positive samples is
2, we can get the best result.

The specific hyper-parameters of the model are
as follows: ALBERT’s learning rate is 1e-5, and
weight decay is 0.01; BiLSTM has one layer, and
the learning rate is 2e-3, hidden units are 256,
dropout rate is 0.5; the optimizer is Adam, batch
size is 2, early stopping is used. The loss weights
corresponding to the positive and negative classes
are set to 2 and 1 respectively. The results of our
final model on the test sets are as shown in table 6:

ALLPOS VERB
TOEFL 0.707 0.728
VUA 0.712 0.755

Table 6: The F1-score of final model on TOEFL and
VUA test sets.

Table 6 shows that our model performs well on
the TOEFL dataset, and we also tests the results of
the model on the VUA dataset. The results show
that the proposed model in this paper can achieve
good results on both datasets.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a method with AL-
BERT+BiLSTM+softmax to identify metaphor
words in the sentence. We extract text features
through ALBERT’s learning ability, and use BiL-
STM to get contextual representation, then get the
final prediction results with softmax layers. We
also try several data preprocessing methods and
utilize three tricks to improve the performance of
our proposed model. Besides, we analyze and ex-
plain the results of each method according to the
characteristics of the metaphor detection task. The
experimental results show the effectiveness of our
method.
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